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We first met on a New York City 
train. The encounter was brief, 

as luck would have it, 4 months later 
we were re-introduced by mutual 

friends. We hit it off right away, and 
we’ve had an incredible friendship and 

eventual love ever since.







About the Photographer
T.H. JACKSON HUANG

In 2001 Jackson was awarded a 
doctorate from the University 
of Toronto for his research in 
Alzheimer’s disease; but, rather 
than continuing on to a career 
in science, he chose to follow 

a different path and yield to the power that the 
photographic image held over him. Since then, his 
work has received many accolades and awards 
including the CWIA Wedding of the Year 2008 and 
2014, the CEIA Best Wedding 2001 and 2002, and 
Applied Arts Photography and Illustration Annual: 
Fashion and Beauty in 2006 and 2008.

www.ikonica.ca

OUR INSPIRATION

Working with the beautiful architecture of 
Graydon Hall Manor, Sara Baig helped create 
a beautiful garden-style vision for the Sikh 
Ceremony and terrace lunch. For the Christian 
ceremony our theme was a Midsummer’s Night 
Dream, executed beautifully by Rachel Clingen, 
who created a gorgeous alter and aisle for the 
ceremony. The reception followed with Dan and 
I sitting at a beautiful floral lounge, complete with 
a floral chandelier above us! We added quirky 
aspects to the decor, including golden figurines 
for the table number holders.

TIPS/ADVICE

Involve as many of your friends and family in 
different events – whether performing, planning, 
or hosting. Your loved ones will feel included 
and enthusiastic, and your events even more 
personalized.

WE LOVED

The best part of our wedding was the energy 
and love from all of our guests and family. We 
had family and friends travel from all over the 
world to celebrate with us – that we will never 
forget it! Everyone was so enthusiastic about the 
blending of the two cultures, the variety of the 
events, the vibes, styles and the atmosphere of 
celebrating in Toronto.


